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ABSTRACT

Feminist and women of color have criticized criminological theories for being
developed by white middle-class men to explain white male delinquency, and thus, are
limited in their understanding of crime and deviance within a gender or racial context.
The purpose of this study is to use a series of logistic regression models to evaluate this
assertion regarding criminological ‘theories’ of recidivism. The results indicate that there
are substantive differences in statistically significant coefficients, models explanatory
power, and percent improvement in models ability to correctly classify recidivists
between gender, race and gender/race models. These findings suggest that further
research should be conducted in this area.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Feminist authors have criticized theories in criminology as being constructed by,
developed from, and validated on male subjects'. By making ‘man’ the prototype for
theory construction, criminology has become the study of male crime and deviance
(Belknap, 1996; Bertrand, 1969; Chesney-Lind, 1986; Daly and Chesney-Lind, 1988;
Gelsthorpe and Morris, 1990; Heidensohn 1968; Klein, 1973; Leonard 1982;
Messerschmidt, 1993; Morris 1987; Rasche, 1974; Simpson, 1989; Simpson and Elis,
1995; Smart, 1976). Further, they have asserted that the discipline of criminology and
“its questions are products of white, economically privileged men’s experiences” (Daly
and Chesney-Lind 1988:506). Criminologists have brushed aside and virtually ignored
females, largely because female offending has not been perceived or defined as an
important social problem. All of this has been done in spite of the fact that gender is one
of the most powerful variables predicting a person’s likelihood to break the law (Belknap,
1996). According to Messerschmidt (1993:1) “gender explains more variation in crime
cross-culturally than any other variable” regardless of whether crime is measured as
official (reported statistics) or hidden (self-reports).
However, in their rush to make these assertions, feminist authors have also been

' [n this paper the term feminist authors refers to individuals who have made this assertion. This includes
both women and men, some o f whom would not consider themselves feminists criminologists.
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criticized for their essentialism thinking; that is, the reductionist view that all women
have the same female experience, “most typically, that of middle-class whites” (Simpson
and Elis 1995:47). Postmodernist, post-structuralist, some Marxist feminists and women
of color have argued that feminist theories are static, ethnocentric and ahistorical (Walby
1990). Especially important, is the argument that black women have been overshadowed
by black men and white women in criminology. Women o f color assert that
criminological theory has constructed the black woman as a “uniquely situated alien
subject;” half woman with one side conformist and half black with another side inherently
deviant (Daly and Stephens 1995:207).
The arguments from women of color have been supported by several empirical
studies that have revealed that criminality is highly gendered and differentiated by
race/ethnicity (see Chilton and Datesman, 1987; Elliott and Ageton, 1980; Elliott,
Huizinga and Menard, 1989; Simpson and Elis, 1995; Tracy, Wolfgang and Figlio, 1990).
In addition, research indicates that the magnitude or direction of criminogenenic factors,
such as education or peer influence, vary by both gender and racial subgroup (Cemkovich
and Giordano, 1987; Hill and Crawford, 1990; Krohn, Stem, Thomberry and Jang, 1992;
Rosenbaum and Lasley, 1990; Simpson and Elis, 1995; Smith and Paternoster, 1987).
There are two very important implications of the feminist and women of color
arguments; (1) current mainstream criminological theories explain white male behavior
rather than human behavior, and (2) the field of criminology must question any general
theory of crime that can not account for or explain the behavior of subgroups (Morris
1987). In recent years, these implications have been extensively explored in both
theoretical writing (classical, differential association, labeling, Marxist or critical
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theories, social control, subculture, and strain, theories), and empirical studies (arrest
rates, general offending patterns, sexual assault and victimization) (see Belknap, 1996;
Leonard, 1982; Morris, 1987 for summaries of studies). For the most part, the majority of
feminist and women of color authors have concluded that most criminological theories
cannot “highlight factors which operate differently on men and women” (Gelsthorpe and
Morris 1990:3). However, there remains areas of research in criminology that are
virtually untouched by these feminist critiques. Recidivism is one such area. This is
surprising given the fact that techniques for predicting recidivism permeate the criminal
justice system, affecting hundreds of thousands of individuals each year.
At a fundamental abstract level recidivism allows for the measurement or
evaluation of society’s goals regarding the offender. For example, it allows for the
measurement of special deterrence. Further, while not truly a measure of rehabilitation, it
allows for the measurement of rehabilitation as it prevents future criminality (Maltz
1984). Thus, society uses recidivism as a way to gauge its success or failure with regards
to the individual offender.
Recidivism can also be used to analyze and evaluate certain questions regarding
the terminus of criminal activity. Do individuals terminate their criminal activity at a
certain age. and if so at what age? Are there different patterns in criminality with regards
to offender characteristics or offense characteristics? Thus, recidivism is seen as a crucial
indicator in the study of career criminality (Maltz 1984).
Additionally, criminologists have long been interested in predicting recidivism.
The ability to predict recidivism aids the criminal justice administration planning and
decision making process. Judges use pre-sentencing information to help select sentences.
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Probation departments use risk instruments to decide on appropriate supervision levels,
while parole boards use information to decide on who to release early. Further,
correctional institutions use recidivism prediction techniques to plan future needs and
resources of correctional facilities. Thus, analyzing and estimating recidivism rates,
offender characteristics, time o f termination o f criminal careers, and other recidivism and
offender characteristics have significant policy implications.
Nevertheless, even with all of this interest and emphasis on recidivism prediction
in mainstream criminology, it has generally been ignored by femiitists. The purpose of
this thesis is to address this void in the literature by using a series of logistic regression
models to empirically test the feminist assertion that criminological theories, in this case
‘theories’ of recidivism, are limited in their understanding of crime and deviance within a
gender and racial context. Further, because recidivism prediction has historically been a
combination of theoretical and atheoretical approaches, the feminist and women of color
critiques have significant methodological implications. Most recidivism prediction
studies and instruments use; (1) the theoretical idea of embeddedness (a synthesis based
on such theories as Hirschi’s social bond, Sutherland’s differential association, and the
age-crime relationship), (2) real-world information constraint (such as time and resources
needed to collect information and truthfulness of individual responses), and (3) an
extensive body of literature that has discovered indicators of recidivism based purely on
their statistical significance, to predict outcomes.
If the feminist and women of color critiques are correct, there are two very
important implications to the study of recidivism. First, if they are correct, and current
prediction techniques cannot explain recidivism in a gender and racial context, then the
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indicators used and the models developed will have a smaller contribution in accounting
for variation or prediction ability regarding recidivism for women and AfricanAmericans. Second, if feminist and women of color are correct then the prediction
models developed should be extremely sensitive to the proportion of female and AfricanAmerican subgroups in their samples. In other words, models that contain higher
proportions of females and African-Americans will have less explanatory power than
models containing mainly white males. This would have a tremendous impact on the
application and use of recidivism prediction models.
It is my hope that this study will begin to provide some important theoretical and
empirical answers to these questions regarding recidivism and recidivism research. The
paper will proceed with an introduction to feminist theory and the feminist critique in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 will focus on reviewing the literature on recidivism. Chapter 4 will
explain the research methods and procedures, while Chapter 5 presents the logistic
regression results. Chapter 6 will complete the paper with a discussion of the results and
a conclusion regarding the implication of this research and direction for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

FEMINISM AND CRIMINOLOGY

What is Feminism?
Feminism is both a world view and a social movement that “encompasses
assumptions and beliefs about the origins and consequences of gendered social
organization as well as strategic directions and actions for social change” (Simpson
1989:606). Feminists argue that gender inequalities exist in society and value social
change for greater gender impartiality. In the early years of feminism, the focus was
exclusively on women by placing women in the center of inquiry and as active agents in
gathering knowledge. As it has matured, feminism has shifted from a female-centered
focus to one emphasizing the development of a more encompassing body o f knowledge,
by attempting to account for a “gendered” understanding of all aspects o f human culture
and relationships (Stacey and Thome, 1985:305).
Feminism is not a single theory and “like many broad-based philosophical
perspectives, accommodates several species under its genus” (Tong 1989:1). Over time it
has expanded into a diverse set of perspectives, competing conceptions and divergent
strategies of action. There are numerous feminist perspectives; however, most can
identify their approaches as essentially liberal, Marxist, socialist, radical or postmodern.
“Collectively, these perspectives share a concern with identifying and representing
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women’s interests, interests judged to be insufficiently represented and accommodated
within the mainstream” (Simpson 1989:606).
Liberal feminism began with Mary Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication o f the Rights o f
Women and John Stuart Mill’s “The Subjection of Women.” Liberals “see gender
inequality emerging from the creation of separate and distinct spheres of influence and
traditional attitudes about the appropriate role of men and women in society" (Simpson
1989:607). Liberals do not see the system as inherently discriminatory; rather, women’s
access to equality in society is blocked by customary and legal constraints. Equality or
“gender justice” can be achieved if the “rules of game” are fair and no one’s civil rights or
economic opportunities are systematically disadvantaged (Tong 1989:2). Liberals
advocate affirmative action, the equal rights amendment, and equal opportunity laws as
intermediate solutions to gender equality until society can blend gender roles and
eliminate the practices and policies that discriminate against women (Simpson 1989:607).
Marxist feminists are concerned with inequalities produced by the capitalist
society. Marxists question how anyone, especially women, can have equality in a society
where the products and wealth of the many powerless end up in the hands of a few
powerful. They believe women’s oppression is not due to individual actions, but rather to
the political, economic, and social structures of capitalism. A gender-neutral society, that
is one without the power and privilege of capitalism, can only be obtained by the
restructuring of society (Tong 1989:2). Marxist feminism is most concerned with workrelated inequalities and the trivialization of women’s work in the home (Belknap
1996:11).
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Social feminism is largely a reaction to Marxist feminism. Socialists criticize
Marxists for their treatment of individual abuses of women by men as inconsequential as
compared with the structural abuse of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie. Socialists argue
class alone does not explain women’s oppression. They believe both class and patriarchy
(male supremacy) must be examined as dual systems of dominance (Belknap 1996:11).
Radical feminism argues that patriarchy is central to woman's oppression.
Radicals believe that men have controlled women’s bodies through restrictive conception,
sterilization, anti-abortion laws and violence, as well as constructed female sexuality to
meet their needs and desires. According to Tong (1989:2-3);
They [radical feminist] argue that it is the patriarchal system that oppresses
women, a system characterized by power, dominance, hierarchy, and competition,
a system that cannot be reformed but only ripped out root and branch. It is not just
patriarchy’s legal and political structures that must be overturned; its social and
cultural institutions (especially the family, the church, and the academy) must also
goRadical feminists are more likely to hold individual men, rather than society, responsible
for the oppression of women (Belknap 1996:12)..
Postmodern feminists argue “against socialist feminism’s “unrealistic” goal to
synthesize feminism and find one theory to explain women’s oppression" (Belknap
1996:12). Postmodernists believe that there is no “one, true, feminist story of reality”
because women’s experiences differ along class, race, sexual, and cultural lines, and thus,
feminist theory should reflect these differences (Tong 1989: 7). They assert that
feminism should be many because women are many and by refusing to unite their
separate thoughts into a unified theoretical perspective, they resist patriarchal doctrine
(Tong 1989:7).
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In sum, feminism is not a single theoretical perspective, but rather, a complex
“kaleidoscope” of often chaotic and fragmented ideas that reveal new visions, structures,
and relationships for better demystifying the idea that masculine knowledge is objective
knowledge (Brittan and Maynard, 1984; Simpson 1989; Tong 1989). According to Tong
(1989:238) “feminist thought permits each woman to think her own thoughts.
Apparently, not the truth but the truths are setting women free.”

Feminist Critique of Criminological Theories
The feminist critique of criminology spans four decades and considers over 100
years of criminological thought. In 1961 Walter Reckless wrote what would become the
battle cry of the feminist critique of criminological thought;
If the criminologist, before propounding or accepting any theory of crime or
delinquency, would pause to ask whether that theory applied to women, he would
probably discard it because of its inapplicability to women (78).
However it was not until Canadian criminologist Bertrand (1969) and British
criminologist Heidensohn (1968) formally drew attention to the omission of women in
general theories of crime that criminology awakened “from its androcentric slumber”
(Daly and Chesney-Lind 1988:507).
The feminist critiques of criminology defined by Reckless (1961), Bertrand
(1969) and Heidensohn (1969) were built upon by Belknap (1996), Daly and ChesneyLind (1988), Chesney-Lind and Shelden (1992), Klein (1973), Leonard (1982),
Messerschmidt (1993), Millman (1975), Morris (1987), Naffme (1987) and Smart (1976).
AH of their critiques focus on one, or more o f the following arguments: 1) that
intellectual and structural sexism was involved in the development of criminology as well
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as in the maintenance of the current criminal justice system; 2) that general theories of
crime cannot be applied to female criminality (the generalizability problem); and 3) if the
core of criminological thought and theory is the age-, class-, race- structure, why is
gender ignored (gender ratio problem) (Daly and Chesney-Lind, 1988).

Classical Criminological Thought
Intellectual and structural sexism in criminology can be traced back to classical
criminological theories of female criminality that were written between the late 1800’s
and the middle 1900’s. They include the works of Cesare Lombrose and William Ferrero
(1895), W.I. Thomas (1907, 1923 and 1967), and Otto Poliak (1950). All of these studies
were based on the following assumptions: 1) deviant behavior is caused by individual
characteristics rather than social structures; 2) female behavior can be traced back to
biological determinism; 3) female deviance is characterized by masculine traits, and (4)
sex differences in deviant behavior are a function of biological sex not gender (Belknap
1996).
Feminists argue that classical theories of female criminality are uniformly sexual
in nature (Klein 1973; Chesney-Lind and Shelden 1992). Sexuality is seen as the root of
female criminality. Women are seen as sexual capital, and this definition both reflects
and reinforces the lower economic position of women in society. Further, this definition
is mirrored in our laws, which penalize women for their sexual deviance, thus making
women the “sexual backbone of civilization” (Klein 1973:7).
Further, feminists criticize the classical theories for using a “hegemonic standard”
for female conduct. White upper-class women are seen as the exemplar of femininity.
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They are used as the yardstick to measure the behavior of all women. According to
Belknap (1996:22), “in addition to the sexist nature of the classical studies, they have
been classist, racist, and heterosexists, focusing on the wealthy, Anglo, married woman as
the “feminine” standard.” Thus, women turn to crime because of their “perversion of or
rebellion against their natural feminine roles,” that is, the natural feminine role o f the
upper middle class white woman (Klein 1973:6).
Cesare Lombroso, often referred to as the father of positivist criminology, studied
male and female prisoners in nineteenth-century Italy. A social Darwinismist, Lombroso
used the concept of atavism to explain criminal behavior. He asserted that all criminals
were biological throwbacks to an earlier evolutionary stage, more primitive and less
highly evolved than there noncriminal counterparts. Further, these moral degenerates
were physically marked by certain stigmata, such as squinting eyes, twisted nose,
receding forehead, big ears, excessive body hair, moles, and an instinct for tattooing.
Lombroso’s work The Female Offender (1895), written with Ferrero, is generally
regarded as the first scientific study of female crime. In an effort to explain female
criminality in an atavism sense, Lombroso and Ferrero took detailed descriptions and
measurements of incarcerated women’s weight, height, eyes, noses, craniums, hands and
so on. Even though they found some signs of degeneration, most of the information they
collected did not substantially support the concept of a female atavist criminal. From
these findings Lombroso argued that female criminals show less sign of degeneration
because they have evolved less that than their male counterparts. Really, “women are
overgrown children ... their moral sense is deficient” (Lombroso and Ferrero, 1895:151).
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However, those he did find he regarded as even more vicious and dangerous than
there male counterparts. Lombroso explained that women are less sensitive to pain, less
compassionate, jealous, and full of revenge. However, these ladylike qualities are
tempered by more typical female attributes such as piety, maternity, feminine weakness,
and underdeveloped intelligence. The shortcomings found in normal women are
untempered and extreme in women criminals. Lombroso also argued that female
criminals are “masculine and virile and show an inversion of all qualities which specially
distinguish the normal woman; namely, reserve, docility and sexual apathy" (Heidensohn
1995:114).
Feminist criminologists, as well as traditional criminologists, have criticized
Lombroso for his sole focus on physical and psychological characteristics of the criminal,
while ignoring the socialization and social-structural components of criminal activity.
According to feminist criminologist Belknap (1996:23, emphasis added);
In addition to moving the study of criminology from the domain of legal and
social science experts to the domain of biological, physician, and psychologists
who embraced his positivist approach, Lombroso has been influential in setting the
stage for a sexist, racist, and classist view o f female criminality.
W. I. Thomas’s work in Sex and Society (1907) and The Unadjusted Girl (1923,
1967) “carries over from Lombroso’s work a belief that criminality or deviance is a
pathology, but that it is socially induced pathology rather than a biological abnormality.”
(Smart 1976:37). Like Lombroso, Thomas believed that the difference between the
probability of women verses men to become “politicians, great artists, and intellectual
giants” was a result of sex not gender, thus overlooking societal restrictions placed on
women during that time period (Smart 1976). According to Heidensohn (1995:116)
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“...just like the Italian positivist, Thomas linked women and children and ‘the lower
human races and the lower classes’ as being tougher and less sensitive than white males.’
Thomas’s work spans a transitional period in American society. His early work.
Sex and Society (1907), was heavily influenced by Lombroso’s ideas of biology and
physiological determinism. However, his later work The Unadjusted Girl (1967),
originally published in 1923, reflects the new liberal ideology o f a highly functionalist
perspective (Smart 1976). For example, in his earlier work, he used the concepts of
‘katabolic’ male and ‘anabolic’ female to explain variation in social behavior of the
different sexes. Katabolic refers to the destruction of energy when being creative, and
anabolic refers to the female storing of energy from being passive. In contrast, his later
work focused less on simple biological explanations, and more on the nature vs. nurture
debate with nature being the supportive environmental factors. Social behavior is
expressed through the concept of wishes which are biological instincts that can be
channeled for appropriate goals through socialization.
Thomas equated female criminality with sexual criminality. In many of the case
histories that he compiled, his descriptions deal with promiscuity or adultery rather than
crime (Heidensohn 1995). Smart (1976) criticizes Thomas for failing to account for the
stigmatizing effect of female sexual behavior in his analysis. According to Smart
(1976:39);
The work of both of these theories [Lombroso and Thomas] contains therefore not
only elements of sexism (that is, the attribution of socially undesirable or inferior
characteristics to one sex which are based on a confusion between socio-culturally
and historically produced features and supposedly inherent or ‘natural’
characteristics of that sex) but also a class bias which interprets all social behavior
in terms o f a middle-class value system.
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Pollok’s book. The Criminality o f Women (1961), originally published in the US
in 1950, is the only full-length published study in this period that focuses on women.
Heidensohn (1995:118) characterizes Poliak’s work as;
Poliak’s study seems to have been inspired by his mentor, Thorsten Sellin (Poliak,
1961, p. vii), who with Reckless had ‘drawn attention to this neglect of the study of
criminality of women’. Although written and published in the USA at a time of
high creativity and debate in criminology, [referring to the works by Cohen, 1955;
Kobrin, 1951; Sykes and Matza, 1957, and Cloward and Ohlin, 1960] Poliak’s
work seems not to be part of that time at all.
Poliak’s work had two main themes. First, Poliak analyzed data cross-culturally
and over time and concluded that female crime has been vastly under-estimated.
According to Poliak (1961:154) “female crime is perhaps the outstanding area of
undiscovered, or at least unprosecuted, crime in our culture and that its actual amount as
well as its relation to male criminality has been greatly underrated.” Second, Poliak
theorized on the “masking” o f this female criminality. He argued that females are
“inherently deceitful and vengeful, exploiting a flow of helpless victims and aided by
men’s besotted chivalry” (Heidensohn 1995:119).
What is interesting is that Poliak ignored all of the sociological explanations of
crime emerging in his time. He completely ignored the works of Tannenbaum, Merton,
and Sutherland when developing his theories about female criminality. According to
Heidensohn (1995:121);
Poliak wrote about women and crime, a topic ignored by his contemporaries. It did
not fit readily into their sociological theorizing and Poliak wrote as though this did
not exist. He cannot be said to have helped out understanding of female crime, but
his work has been influential because he lacked competitors and the topic
interested no one else.
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In sum, feminist authors uniformly argue that classical theorists have exerted a
tremendous impact on our contemporary understanding of female criminality. In fact, it
is this continued influence that is at the heart of the feminist critique. While
criminological theorists have extended their understanding of male criminality to include
structural and ecological factors, they have clung to the old assumptions about female
behavior.

Modem Sociological and Criminological Theories
As the feminists move from classical theories to modem theories, their critique
shifts focus. The feminist criticize classical theories for their sexist, racist and classist
fundamental assumptions, while they criticize modem theories for their colorless boring
portal of women and the lack of integrating women in the empirical testing o f these
theories.
Albert Cohen’s work Delinquent Boys (1955) extends Merton’s strain theory to
explain gang delinquency among working-class white males. Cohen argues that
delinquency is caused by society imposing middle-class standards (such as respect for
others, getting an education, success in the business world and so on) on working-class
individuals. These working-class individuals feel ‘status frustration’ and develop
‘reaction formation' by creating a subculture that contains values and life-styles that are
just the opposite.
In Delinquent Boys (1955) Cohen excluded girls from his analysis on gang
delinquency. He uses the following as Justification for his exclusion;
My skin has nothing of the quality of down of silk, there is nothing limpid or flute
like about my voice, 1 am a total loss with needle and thread, my posture and
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carriage are wholly lacking in grace. These imperfections cause me no distress - if
anything, they are gratifying - because 1 conceive myself to be a man and want
people to recognize me as a full-fledged, unequivocal representative of my sex.
My wife, on the other hand, is not greatly embarrassed by her inability to tinker
with or talk about the internal organs of a car, by her modest attainments in
arithmetic or by her inability to lift heavy objects. Indeed, 1am reliably informed
that many women...often affect ignorance, frailty and emotional instability because
to do otherwise would be out o f keeping with a reputation for indubitable
femininity. In short, people do not simply want to excel; they want to excel as a
man or as a woman (Cohen 1955:137-138).
Cohen saw delinquency as a masculine identity, almost exclusively, inspired to by
men. Thus, “the delinquent is the rogue male” (Cohen 1955:140). In contrast, Cohen
sees females as boring and colorless, often equating their deviance with sexual
promiscuity, and thus, joining the criminological trend of equating female criminality
with sexual deviance while ignoring or condoning similar activities among men (Belknap
1996, Mann 1984 and Nafftne 1987). According to Naffine;
The message from Cohen is manifest. Men are the rational doers and achievers.
They represent all that is instrumental and productive in American Culture.
Women’s world is on the margins. Women exist to be the companions of men and
that is their entire lo t... While men proceed with their Olympian task of running
all aspects of the nation, women perform their role of helpmate (Belnap 1996:27).
Edwin Sutherland (1939, 1966), first alone then with the help of Donald Cressy,
put forth the theory of differential association which attempts to explain the learning
process involved in deviant cultural transmission. Sutherland and Cressy proposed that
criminal behavior is learned in primary groups through the normal process of
communication where there are an excess of definitions favorable to violation of the law
over definitions unfavorable to violations of the law. Further, the amount of criminal or
noncriminal behavior depends on frequency of associations, the priority of associations,
the extent of associations, and the strength of associations.
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“Feminist criticisms of differential association theory have centered mainly on
Sutherland and Cressy’s decision to avoid discussing females in any meaningfully way”
(Belknap 1996:30). Feminists criticize Sutherland and Cressy for putting forth their
theory as being a non-sex-specific theory, while portraying females as peripheral and
insignificant figures in mainstream culture (Belknap 1996). Further, Naffine (1987) is
disturbed by the portrayal of female conformity as dull, rather than moralistic and
positive.
In his book Crime and Community, Frank Tarmenbaum (1938), describes the
process by which a definition of an evil act by an individual is transformed into a
definition of an evil individual. Lemert (1951) expands on this idea in his book Social
Pathology. Lemert’s thesis is that deviance is a product of the interaction between social
actors and the reactions of society to them. Lemert discussed the distinctions between
primary deviance and secondary deviance. Primary deviance refers to the norm violations
without the individual viewing himself or herself as engaging in a deviant role, while
secondary deviance occurs at the point when an individual reorganizes his or her selfconcept so that it becomes consistent with the deviant role. Societal reactions do not
cause the initial deviance (primary deviance), however, once it is publicly labeled, a selffulfilling prophecy creates the very behavior the response was intended to prevent.
The feminist critiques of labeling theory do not criticize labeling theory itself, but
rather, critique researchers who have helped advance the concepts of the theory. For
example, there is an extensive feminist critique of Becker’s book Outsiders (1963). In
Outsiders. Becker conducts an ethnography of jazz and dance musicians. Feminists
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criticize Becker for his portrayal of women as boring and uncolorful while seeing men as
creative and exciting (Belknap 1996).
Travis Hirschi (1969) has been one of the chief proponents o f control theory.
According to Hirschi (1969:31) it is not necessary to explain the motivations for
delinquency because “we are all animals and thus all naturally capable of committing
criminal acts.” He agues that individuals who are bonded to social groups are less likely
to commit criminal acts. There are four basic elements to Hirschi’s social bond theory,
commitment, attachment, involvement and belief. First, commitment refers to the
individual’s stake in the community. Second, attachment refers to the emotional ties the
individual has with the community. Attachment is the basic element necessary for the
internalization of values and norms. Third, involvement refers to the amount of time the
individual spends on conventional activities. Fourth, belief refers to the amount that the
individual believes in the laws or moral code of the community.
Uniformly, feminists criticize Hirschi for letting ‘the girls disappear’ in the
development of his social bond theory. Hirschi states, “since girls have been neglected
for too long by students of delinquency, the exclusion of them is difficult to justify. 1
hope to return to them soon” (Hirschi 1969). However, he never did. According to
Naffine (1987:66);
Indeed Hirschi explains, in some detail, his empirical method for eliminating bias
from his samples by referring to both males and female cases. Then,
unaccountably and without comment, he discards his female respondents and the
research project becomes a study of social control as it applies to the male. From
this one can infer that professional criminologist regard it as perfectly right not to
cater for the female experience in the tests of their theory, even when that theory is
presented as non-sex-specific.
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In addition, feminists have noted how the delinquent male is celebrated in
criminological literature. He is exciting, innovative and independent. Hirchi transforms
the celebrated delinquent male into the celebrated conformist male, while continuing the
portrayal of females as lifeless, boring and dependent, whether they are deviant or
conformist (Belknap 1996). According to Naffine (1987) this helps to illustrate the
continuing trend in criminology to devalue females and value males when they are
participating in similar behavior.
In sum, the feminist do not reject many of the assumptions o f the modem theories,
however, they question the ability of criminologists to propose general theories of crime
without empirically testing these assertions on women and minorities.
Sex-Role Theories
In response to the feminist movement of the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, Adler’s
(1975) Sisters in Crime and Simon’s (1975) Women and Crime put forth “women’s
liberation” or “emancipation hypothesis” which suggest that the feminist movement
increased the female crime rate. These books received a great deal of attention regarding
their ideas that the “liberation of women” or the feminist movement, while working to
create equality for women, was also responsible for an increase in female crime (Belknap
1996:37).
Although Adler’s and Simon’s ideas were very close, they disagreed on the type
of crimes that would increase as a result o f the feminist movement. Alder (1975)
proposed that the violent crime rate would increase because of women’s liberation. In
contrast, Simon (1975) proposed that only the property crime rate would increase with
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liberation and that the violent crime rate would decrease due to a reduction of women’s
frustrations because of increased education and work opportunities (Belknap 1996:38).
Feminists, such as Belknap (1996) and Naffine (1987), criticize Adler’s and
Simon’s liberation or emancipation hypothesis for a number of reasons. First, there is
substantial criticism regarding Adler’s and Simon’s fundamental assumptions. Most
feminists have rejected the assumption that feminism has opened up women’s structural
opportunities, in light of recent research that indicates women have not achieved equality
in high-paying previously male dominated managerial professions (Naffine 1987).
Second, the liberation or emancipation hypothesis predicts the opposite of strain
and class theories. This implies a fundamental difference between male and female
offending (Belknap 1996). Lastly, and probably most important, is the criticism of their
use of statistics. Most research in this area has found that the women’s violent crime rate
has remained stable since the 1970’s (Belknap 1996, Feinman 1986; Steffensmeier 1980).
John Hagan, in his publication Structural Criminology (1989), argues that western
industrial nations have an instrumental relationship between the parent and the child.
Parents are the instruments of control and children are the objects controlled. It is this
relationship that shapes the social reproduction of gender.
In Hagan’s model there are two types of family structures; patriarchal and
egalitarian. In the patriarchal family structure the father/husband in an authoritarian
position works outside home, while the mother/wife in a subservient position work in
home. Through socialization patriarchal families, “reproduce daughters who focus their
futures around domestic labor and consumption, as contrasted with sons who are prepared
for participation in direct production” (Hagan 1989:156). In egalitarian families both the
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father/husband and mother/wife work in an authoritarian position outside the home.
Egalitarian families “socially reproduce daughters who are prepared along with sons to
join the production sphere”(Hagan 1989:157).
Regarding female criminality, Hagan (1989) focuses his argument on the
relationship of mothers and daughters. Egalitarian families are more likely to produce
deviant daughters because the socialization of daughters is more like the socialization of
sons with regards to risk-taking behavior. Thus, egalitarian families produce daughters
and sons who have less gender differences with regards to delinquent behavior.
Feminists applaud Hagan for trying to integrate feminist insights into a framework
for developing criminological theory that “takes gender seriously as an explanatory
variable” (Messerschmidt 1993:12). However, feminists also criticize Hagan for
concluding that “mother’s liberation causes daughter’s crime” (Chesney-Lind 1989:20).
Thus, women who defy traditional femininity by working outside the home increase the
chance for their daughter to become delinquent (Messerschmidt 1993).
Feminists also criticize Hagan, like Hirchi, for “perpetuate[ing] what criminology
has always done, and that is to devalue women and girls and value men and boys, even
when they exhibit the same social behavior” (Messerschmidt 1993:13). According to
Naffine (1987:69);
The conforming female emerges, in Hagan’s exposition, as a grey and lifeless
creature. She is passive, compliant and dependent. Gone is Hirschi’s rational and
responsible agent, intelligent evaluating the risks and cost of crime. Conformity is
now described as “compliance”. The law-abiding female is biddable rather than
responsible .... Hagan’s female seems unable to construct complex and caring
relationships, even with her mother who subjects her to her control. In Hagan’s
words, she is merely the “object” of her mother’s instrumental training to be
complaint. Hagan is explicit about the status of the female as a manipulated
thing.
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Essentialism, Race and Feminism
In 1851, at the Women’s Rights Convention, Sojourner Truth highlighted the
difference between women of color and white women and their relationships to white
men. The presiding officer, Frances Dana Gage, describes Sojourner Truth’s march down
the aisle to address the audience:
At her first word there was a profound hush.... “That man over there say that
women needs to be helped into carriages, and lifted over ditches, and to have the
best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages, or over mudpuddles,
or gives me any best place!” And raising herself to her full height, asked, “And
ain’t 1 a woman? Look at me! Look at my arm!” (and she bared her right arm to
the shoulder, showing her tremendous muscular power). “1 have ploughed, and
planted, and gathered into bams, and no man could head me! And ain’t 1a
women? 1could work as much and eat as much as a man-when 1 could get it-and
bear the lash as well! And ain’t 1 a women? 1 have home thirteen children and
seen them most all sold off to slavery, and when 1 cried out with my mother’s
grief, none but Jesus heard me! An ain’t 1a woman?” (Hurtado 1989:842).
In her address Sojourner Truth emphasized that white middle-class women are
groomed to be the lovers, mothers and parmers of white men due to the social and
economic benefits attached to these roles. Upper and middle-class white women will be
the biological bearers of the members of the next generation who will inherit positions of
power. Conversely, women of color are groomed to be the lovers, mothers and partners
of men of color, who are also oppressed by white men. The open avenues of
advancement through marriage that are available to white women are not available to
women of color. This is not to say that women of color are more oppressed than white
women, but that the forms of oppression that women of color experience are different
than white women. Consequently, women of color have different political responses and
skills than white women, and these differences have caused the two groups to clash
(Hurtado 1989).
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The neglect of ethnic differences in feminist and non-feminist writings has come
under scrutiny (Amos and Pannar 1984; Barrett and McIntosh 1985; Brittan and Maynard
1984; Carby 1982; Davis, 1981; hooks 1982, 1984; Joseph 1981; Lorde 1981; Moraga
and Anzaldua 1981, Parmar 1982, Simpson and Elis, 1995, Walby 1990). Analysis from
the perspective of women of color have highlighted three important issues in gender
relations. First, the labor market experience is different for women of color than white
women due to racist structures. Significant ethnic differences in employment opportunity
need to be taken into account (Walby 1990).
Secondly, ethnic variation and racism mean that chief sites of oppression are
different for women of color than white women. This difference does not mean that
women of color face racism and white women do not, but rather, this added dimension
may actually change the face of inequality itself (Walby 1990). A good example of this is
the debate about the family. White feminists have seen the family as a major, if not the
primary, sight of women’s oppression. Some women of color, such as hooks (1984),
argue that for women of color the family serves to both insulate and as a source of
solidarity against racism, thus, it does not hold the same explanatory power for women’s
subjugation that it does for white women. According to hooks (1984:133-134);
Historically, black women have identified work in the context o f family as
humanizing labor, work that affirms their identify as woman, as human beings
showing love and care, the very gestures of humanity white supremacist ideology
claimed black people were incapable of expressing.
Lastly, the intersection of ethnicity and gender may alter ethnic and gender
relations. There become multiple questions for theorists to address. Not only must they
look at ethnic equalities, and how ethnic factors work differently on women’s oppression.
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but they must also account for how ethnicity and gender have historically interacted to
change ethnic and gender relations (Walby 1990).
In sum, “the alternative frameworks developed by women of color heighten
feminism’s sensitivity to the complex interplay of gender, class, and race oppression”
(Simpson 1989:608). Patriarchy inflicts the lives of minority women, however, not in the
same form that is imposed on white women (Brittan and Maynard 1984). Even though
these contributions have not been combined into a comprehensive theoretical framework,
they serve as an important critique o f feminist literature.
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CHAPTERS

R EcrorvisM
In order to evaluate the feminist assertion that criminological ‘theories’ of
recidivism are limited in their understanding of crime and deviance within a gender and
racial context, we must first establish a baseline or consensus of what exactly is meant by
mainstream recidivism ‘theories’. As stated earlier, most recidivism prediction studies
and instruments are a combination of theoretical and atheoretical approaches which
combine (1) the theoretical idea of embeddedness (based on such theories as Hirschi’s
social bond, Sutherlands differential association, and the age-crime relationship), with (2)
real-world information constraints (such as time and resources needed to collect
information and the truthfulness of individual responses), and (3) an extensive body of
atheoretical literature based on statistically significant recidivism correlations, to predict
outcomes.
Due to this approach, there is no one dominant theory of recidivism. However,
there is growing consensus about the empirical predictors of recidivism that transcends
individual studies. Recently, Gendreau, Little and Goggin (1996) published a meta
analysis of predictors of adult recidivism which can serve as an excellent focal point for
identifying the important predictors of recidivism. It is important to note that this
literature review is not restricted to the studies surveyed by Gendreau, Little and Groggin
(1996). However, their article will serve as the focal point for my discussion of
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recidivism predictors.
Gendreau, Little, and Goggin (1996) conducted a meta-analysis of predictors of
adult recidivism using one hundred and thirty-one studies published between January
1970 and June 1994. The studies produced 1,141 correlations with recidivism. The
characteristic of the studies included in the sample are as follows;
(I) 86% of the studies were published, 58% in journals; (2) 73% of the senior
authors had published in the area previously, 51% of them were male; (3) 44% and
54% of the authors were based in an academic or government agency setting,
respectively; (4) the studies were evenly distributed across decades and the
majority emanated from the United States and Canada, although Canadian studies
contributed the majority (63%) of effect sizes; (5) 95% of studies consisted of male
or mixed samples; (6) only 5% of studies employed an extreme group design; and
(7) 83% did not suffer subject attrition of more than 10% of their sample
(Gendreau, Little, and Goggin 1996:581-582).
According to Gendreau, Little, and Goggin (1996:576) “there is no disagreement
in the criminological literature about some of the predictors of adult offender recidivism,
such as age, gender, past criminal history, early family factors, and criminal associates.”
However, other factors such as criminogenic needs, antisocial personality, companions,
interpersonal conflicts, personal distress, social achievement and substance abuse are
controversial. This is mainly due to the dynamic nature of these factors which creates
concerns about the subjectivity of measurement, as well as ability to account for variation
of the indicator over time.
The meta-analysis consisted o f a multi-step examination where the authors first
categorized sample variables into eighteen predictor domains categories and tested their
statistical significance. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated
for all of the predictors. Then the correlation coefficients were transformed according to
the procedures outlined by Hedges and Olkin (1985:230-232) using Fisher’s tables.
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Statistical significance was tested using a one-way ANOVA and the Student-NewmanKeuls (SNK) multiple comparison test. Next they collapsed the eighteen predictor
domains into eight groups and calculated the common language (CL) effect size indicator
to determine which predictor domains produced higher correlation with recidivism.
Gendreau, Little, and Goggin (1996:575) concluded that the “strongest predictor domains
were criminogenic needs, criminal history/history of antisocial behavior, social
achievement, age/gender/race, and family factors.” Their conclusions are summarized in
Table I.
Table 1; Summary of Gendreau, Little and Groggin’s Findings
Reported
Number o f
Quantitative
Relationships

Total Number
Subjects
Involved

Age.

56

61,312

Gender.
Race: white vs.
Biack/Hispanic/native

17
21

62,021
56,727

Predictor Domains*

Direction o f the Relationship
Older Offenders lower likelihood o f
recidivism.
Males higher likelihood o f recidivism
African-Americans/Hispanic/Native
American higher likelihood o f
recidivism.
Offenders with past criminal history
higher likelihood o f recidivism.

164
Criminal History:
123,940
prior adult arrest,
conviction,
incarceration.
Social Achievement:
168
92,662
Higher social achievement lower
marital status, level o f
likelihood o f recidivism.
education,
employment
history, income,
address changes.
60
Substance Abuse:
54,838
Past substance abuse history higher
recent history o f
likelihood o f recidivism.
alcohol/drug use.
67
19,809
More/stronger criminogenic need higher
Criminogenic Needs:
antisocial attitudes
likelihood o f recidivism.
supportive o f an
antisocial lifestyle and
behavior.
*AI1 predictor domains were statistically significant predictors o f recidivism at the .05 level.

It is important to note that Gendreau, Little, and Goggin (1996:587) state in their
discussion and recommendations that, “the data base was, regrettable, virtually silent on
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the prediction of recidivism among female offenders, minority groups ...” Thus, this
meta-analysis can serve not only as a summary of the major predictors of recidivism, but
it can also be perceived as the male perspective on white male recidivism.
However, there is one area of recidivism prediction that Gendreau, Little, and
Goggin (1996) do not address in their meta-analysis; probation sentence characteristics. I
would hypothesize that there are several reasons for this exclusion, one being the sample
selection criteria used to select appropriate studies, and two, the fact that these authors are
Canadian where there is a strong emphasis on individual psychological differences to
explain probation outcomes (Andrews and Bonta, 1994).
According to Morgan (1994:344) past research has shown that probation sentence
characteristics, such as conviction offense and sentence length “are significant in
explaining probation outcomes.” Prior research has shown a relationship between
conviction offenses and recidivism. Property offenders are more likely to become
recidivists than violent offenders (Holt and Beckett 1982; Petersilia 1987). In terms of
length of sentence studies have shown that the greater the sentence the more likely the
individual is to become a recidivist. As probation sentence increases up to 5 years the
likelihood of recidivism decreases, however, after 5 years the likelihood of recidivism
begins to steadily increase (Frease, 1964; Landis, Mercer, and Wolff, 1969; Renner,
1978).
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Data Source and Study Population
The data set was obtained from the United States Department of Justice, Office of
Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics. The data was collected for a Bureau of
Justice Statistics Special Report titled. Recidivism o f Felons on Probation, 1986-89,
February 1992, NCJ-134177.
The original data was collected from two surveys: one, a survey of 1986 felony
sentencing in 100 coimties across the United States; and two, a follow up survey of the
felons sentenced to probation in 32 coimties of 17 states. The follow-up survey relied
upon court records, state criminal history files and probation files. The follow-up period
varied depending on which month in 1986 the felon received probation. The follow-up
surveys were completed between July and September 1989. Therefore, the longest
follow-up period was 44 months (January 1986 to September 1989) while the shortest
was 29 months (December 1986 to June 1989).
In 1986 a national survey of State courts estimated that 306,000 convicted felons
received a sentence of probation, either straight or combined with incarceration (Felony
Sentences in State Courts, 1986). The follow-up survey was based on 32 counties in 17
states from that original survey. This provided an opportunity to observe the outcomes.
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The study used a sample o f 12,370 probationers, which are representative o f 79, 043
probationers out of the total 306,000. It was the largest study ever conducted of felony
probationers in terms of both cases and jurisdictions.
The 17 states and 32 counties that are represented are as follows: Arizona:
Maricopa; California: Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, San Diego, Santa Clara,
Ventura, San Francisco; Colorado: Denver; Florida: Dade; Hawaii: Honolulu; Illinois:
Cook; Kentucky: Jefferson, Maryland: Baltimore, Baltimore City; Mirmesota:
Hennepin; Missouri: St. Louis County, St. Louis City; New York, New York, Kings,
Monroe, Erie, Nassau, Suffolk; Ohio: Franklin; Oklahoma: Oklahoma; Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia; Texas: Bexar, Dallas, Harris; Washington: King; and Wisconsin:
Milwaukee.

Research Hypotheses
The purpose of the present study is to empirically test the feminist assertion that
criminological ‘theories’ of recidivism are limited in their understanding of crime and
deviance within a gender and racial context. Simplistically stated, the feminist critique of
criminology states that mainstream criminological theories explain white male behavior
rather than human behavior (Morris 1987). Since the work of Gendreau, Little, and
Goggin (1996) can be considered the male perspective on white male recidivism, we are
testing the inapplicability o f their hypotheses regarding recidivism and a specific set of
independent variables (gender/race/age, criminal history, social attainment, substance
abuse, probation sentence characteristics) in a gender and racial context.
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Further, because the feminist critique is a critical response and is not robust
enough to predict possible alternative relationships regarding recidivism, their critique is
simply represented by the idea o f differences. If we find differences between the
recidivism models we are building to the body of empirical support for the feminist
assertion. If we do not find any differences we are adding the body of empirical evidence
that refutes the feminist critique.

The Sample
In order to empirically test the feminist assertion that criminological ‘theories’ of
recidivism are limited in their understanding of crime and deviance within a gender and
racial context, it was necessary to compare models with equivalent sample sizes. This is
necessary because the statistical significance of logit coefficients are sensitive to sample
size and differing sample sizes make comparisons based on statistical significance
impossible.
The first step was to determine the total number of valid cases. Out of a possible
12,369 cases only 3,883 contained information regarding all the important variables. The
total number of observations in each gender/race category was determined. Of the 3,883
valid cases, 255 were African-American females, 267 were white females, 1583 were
Afncan-American males and 1823 were white males. The smallest gender/race category
was African-American females with 255 valid cases in the data set. These 255 cases
were selected and used to analyze African-American female recidivism. Using a simple
random sampling method, 255 valid cases were sampled from each of the other
gender/race groups. The 255 white male cases and the 255 African-American male cases
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were combined to represent the male model (N=510), while the 255 white female cases
and the 255 African-American females cases were combined to represent the female
model (N=510). Further, the 255 white male cases and the 255 white female cases were
combined to represent the white model (N=510), and the 255 African-American male
cases and the 255 African-American female cases were combined to represent the
African-American model (N=510). Finally, the full recidivism model was a combination
of all four of the gender/race groups (N=1020)^.

Variables

Dependent Variables
When discussed in correctional context the meaning of recidivism is clear and
forthright. A recidivist is one who, after release from custody for committing a crime, is
not rehabilitated and instead relapses to former behavior patterns by committing another
crime. However, operational definitions of recidivism are not so simple. The
information on which recidivism is based is rarely complete, and even when complete,
there is considerable variation in the way the data are analyzed (Maltz 1984).
Most recidivism studies use some form of transaction with the criminal justice
system-arrest, prosecutions, convictions, or sentences-to determine probation outcomes.
The most predominate and accepted indicator of recidivism is “raw” arrest. That is, arrest

■This method o f sampling and comparing equivalent sample sizes was selected over the interaction model
for two reasons. First, I felt that the unique characteristics o f white and African-American females would be
washed out due to the extreme disproportionate amount o f white and African-American males in the
original sample. Second, I felt that the interaction model is equivalent to creating a male model and then
adding women, which feminists reject. Consequently, the sample method used in this study may not be the
most sophisticated statistical test, however, I would argue that it is the best conceptionaliztion o f the
feminist argument, and thus, presents the best and most objective test o f the feminist critique.
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of an individual without subsequent conviction. However, there are several strong
argument against using “raw" arrest. First, the standard for arrest (probable cause) is less
rigorous than conviction (beyond a reasonable doubt). Secondly, arrests are used for
purposes other than detaining suspects. Some police departments have a policy of using
arrests to harass ex-offenders into leaving their jurisdiction (Westin and Baker 1972:87).
Due to these reasons recidivism was defined in two different ways. RECIDa defines
recidivism as the individual obtaining a “raw” arrest with or without subsequent
conviction. RECIDh defines recidivism as the individual experiencing one of the
following while under probation supervision; new conviction, new arrest, technical
violation, or absconding that resulted in a violation hearing in which the charges were
substantiated.

Independent Variables

Gender/Race/Age
Based on the research conducted by Gendreau, Little, and Goggin (1996) male
offenders, African-American offenders, and younger offenders should have higher rates
of recidivism. Gender was dummy coded as female 0, male 1. Race was self defined by
the offender and was dummy coded as white 0, African-American 1. Age is measured as
the actual age of the offender at the time o f the 1986 conviction and coded in the actual
years of age.
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Criminal History
Prior convictions consisted of all felony convictions prior to the 1986 probation
sentencing. In order to capture possible qualitative differences between individuals who
had one prior encounter with the criminal justice system, i.e. one prior conviction, and
individuals who had numerous encounters with the criminal justice system, prior
convictions was dummy coded into two variables PRICON, (coded as one prior
conviction, No = 0 Yes = 1) and PRICON2 (coded as two or more prior convictions. No
= 0 Yes = 1).
Social Achievement
The social achievement predictor domain encapsulates the idea that individuals
who are more embedded in conventional society have more to lose if they transgress, and
thus are less likely to become recidivists. Consequently, offenders who are employed,
married, have higher educational attainment, and have high residential stability are less
likely to become recidivist. In the original study conducted, employment was measured
as a percentage and separated into 3 categorizes; 0% to 39% employed, 40% to 60%
employed and over 60% employed. For the present study employment stability was
measured in terms of either unemployed/underemployed (0% to 39% employed) or
employed (40% to 100% employed). Marital status was defined as the status that the
offender reported at the time of his or her original 1986 probation sentence and dummy
coded into two separate variables MARd (coded as divorced/separated. No = 0 Yes = 1)
and MARs-(coded as single. No = 0 Yes = 1). Educational attainment was defined as the
highest level of education attained by the individual at the time of his or her 1986
probation sentence and coded as college degree = 0, some college = 1, high school/GED
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= 2, some high school = 3 and grade school = 4. Residential stability was measured in
terms of address changes in the 12 months prior to their 1986 probation sentence and was
dummy coded into two separate variables ADDi (coded as one address change. No = 0
Yes = 1) and ADDz (coded as two or more address changes. No = 0 Yes = I).
Substance Abuse
Substance abuse was measured as drug history of offender as self-reported in the
pre-sentencing report prior to the 1986 conviction. It was dummy coded into two
variables DRUGq (coded as occasional drug history, No = 0 Yes = 1) and DRUG; (coded
as frequent drug history. No = 0 Yes = 1) in order to capture any qualitative differences
between occasional and frequent drug users.
Probation Sentence Characteristics
The length of probation sentence influences probation outcomes. Offenders who
receive longer probation sentences are more likely to become recidivists. For this study
the length of the probation sentence was measured in number of months placed on
probation.
Past studies have addressed the issue of conviction offense, but only in terms of
property offenders verses violent offenders not drug offenders verses property or violent
offenders. Many previous studies have concluded that property offenders have higher
rates of recidivism than violent offenders (Bartell and Thomas 1977; Holt and Becket
1982; Petersilia 1987). For this study conviction offenses were recoded into four
categories. First, the category violent offenses includes murder, nonnegligent
manslaughter, rape, robbery and assault. Second, the category property offenses includes
burglary, larceny, motor vehicle theft, fraud, forgery, and embezzlement. The third
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category drug offenses includes drug trafficking and drug possession. The forth category
other offenses includes weapon offenses, receiving stolen property, sexual assault,
kidnapping, negligent manslaughter, and other felonies. Next, the four offense categories
were dummy coded into three variables, OFFp (coded as property offenses. No = 0 Yes =
1) OFFd (coded as drug offenses. No = 0 Yes = 1) OFFq (coded as other offenses. No = 0
Yes = 1). The coding for all variables used in the study, as well as the descriptive
statistics in the full models are presented in Table 2. Tables 3 and 4 present the
descriptive statistics for all variables used in the gender (male vs. female) and race (white
vs. African-American) models and the gender/race (white male, white female, AfricanAmerican male and African-American female) models, respectively.

Multivariate Analysis: The Logit Model
Due to the fact that the dependent variable is dichotomous, ordinary least squares
regression (OLS) is sometimes inappropriate. Consequently, the Logit model is used to
estimate relationships between probation outcome and the independent variables.
The logistic regression model directly estimates the probability of an event
occurring. The model can be written as;
Prob (event) = 1/1+e'^
where Z is the linear combination
Z = Po + PiXi + P2 X 2 + ... + BpXp
where P is the vector of coefficients to be estimated and X is the vector of explanatory
variables. Thus, the probability of an event not occurring is;
Prob (no event) = 1-Prob (event) (Norusis 1994:2).
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Table 2: Coding and Descriptive Statistics For Dependent and Independent
Variable
Dependent
Variables
RECID a
RECID h

Independent
Variables
G ender/A ge/R ace
GENDER

Coded

Individual was subjected to one or
more arrests
Individual was subjected to one or
more violation hearings that was
substantiated.

Yes = I

.33

.47

Y es= 1

.46

.50

Biological sex

Female = 0
Male = 1
White = 0
African-American = I
Actual years

.50

.50

.50

.50

29.16

9.39

.11
.11

.32
.31

2.31

.91

.50

.50

RACE

Individual’s racial status

AGE

Biological age at time o f 1986
conviction

Criminal H istory
PRICON,
PRICON 2

Social
Attainment
EDU

Standard
Deviation

Description

One prior felony conviction
Two or more prior felony
convictions

Yes = I
Yes = 1

Years o f education completed
prior to 1986 conviction.

College degree = 0
Some college = 1
High school/GED = 2
Some high school = 3
Grade school = 4
Y es= 1

Mean

Employed 40% or more o f the
time prior to 1986 conviction.
One address change
Two or more address changes
Divorced/Separated
Single

Yes =
Yes =
Y es=
Yes =

1
1
1
1

.23
.21
.60
.16

.42
.41
.49
.37

Substance Abuse
DRUGo
DRUG f

Occasion drug history
Frequent drug history

Yes = 1
Yes = 1

.20
.24

.40
.43

Probation
Sentence
C haracteristics
PROSEN
OFFp
OFFo
OFFo

Time o f probation sentence
Property offenses
Drug offenses
Other offenses

Actual months
Y es= 1
Yes = 1
Yes = 1

45.68
.36
.25
.11

22.23
.48
.43
.31

EMP
ADD,
ADD:
MAR d
MARs
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics For Dependent and Independent Variables in

Variables
Dependent
Variables
RECID a
RECID h

M ale M odel
Standard
Mean Deviation

Female Model
Standard
Mean
Deviation

.40
.50

.49
.50

.26
.41

.44
.49

Independent
Variables
Gender/Age/
Race
GENDER
RACE
AGE

.50
28.54

.50
9.93

.50
29.78

.50
8.78

Criminal
History
PRICON,
PRICON:

.14
.14

.35
.35

.09
.07

Social
Attainment
EDU
EMP
ADD,
ADD:
MAR d
MARs

2.39
.57
.23
.21
.66
.13

.88
.50
.42
.41
.47
.34

2.24
.44

Substance
Abuse
DRUGo
DRUG f

.24
.22

45.64
.33
.22
.12

Probation
Sentence
Characteristics
PROSEN
OFFp
OFF d
OFFo

W hite M odel
Standard
Mean
Deviation

.43
.48

.25
.36

—

.49
.50

.41
.55

.50

.50
—

AfricanAmerican Model
Standard
Mean Deviation

.50
—

.50
—

29.75

9.83

28.58

8.90

.29
.27

.11
.09

.31
.30

.12
.12

.33
.32

.21
.55
.19

.94
.50
.43
.41
.39
.50

2.23
.62
.25
.24
.51
.19

.96
.49
.43
.43
.50
.19

2.40
.39
.21
.18
.69
.13

.86
.49
.41
.38
.46
.34

.43
.42

.17
.25

.38
.44

.23
.26

.42
.44

.18
.22

.39
.41

22.18
.47
.42
.32

45.73
.39
.28
.10

22.31
.49
.45
.30

45.37
.36
.26
.14

23.55
.48
.44
.34

45.99
.36
.24
.08

20.86
.48
.43
.28

24
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Table 4: Descriptive Statistics for Dependent and Independent Variables in

Variables

W hite M ale
Model
Standard
Mean Deviation

Dependent
Variables
RECID a
RECID h

.31
.39

W hite Female
M odel
Standard
Mean Deviation

.46
.49

African-Am erican
M ale M odel
Standard
M ean Deviation

.39
.47

.19
.34

.49
.61

African-American
Female Model
Standard
M ean Deviation

.50
.49

.47
.50

.33
.49

Independent
Variables
Gender/Age/
Race
GENDER
RACE
AGE

29.31

10.27

30.18

9.36

27.77

9.54

29.38

8.16

Criminal
History
PRICON,
PRICON:

.14
.13

.34
.34

.07
.06

.26
.24

.14
.15

.35
.36

.11
.09

.31
.29

Social
Attainment
EDU
EMP
ADD,
ADD:
MAR d
MARs

2.28
.67
.26
.22
.60
.13

.93
.47
.44
.41
.49
.34

2.17
.56
.24
.26
.42
.25

.99
.50
.43
.44
.50
.44

2.49
.46
.19
.20
.72
.13

.82
.50
.39
.40
.45
.34

2.31
.33
.24
.15
.67
.13

.88
.47
.43
.36
.47
.34

Substance
Abuse
DRUGo
DRUG f

.23
.14

.42
.42

.22
.28

.42
.45

.25
.21

.43
.35

.12
.22

.32
.42

46.05
.36
.17
.16

25.53
.48
.38
.36

44.69
.36
.35
.11

21.41
.48
.48
.32

45.22
.30
.27
.08

18.27
.46
.45
.28

46.76
.42
.21
.08

23.17
.49
.41
.28

Probation
Sentence
Characteristics
PROSEN
OFFp
OFF d
OFFo

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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In multiple regression the interpretation of the coefficients is straightforward. The
coefficients tell you the amount of change in the dependent variable for a one unit change
in the independent variable. However, logistic regression coefficients are not that simple
to interpret. The logistic regression coefficient are presented in terms o f the log odds of
an event occurring;
log [Prob (event)/Prob (no Event)] = Po + PiXi + P2X2 + ... + BpXp
Thus, the logistic regression coefficient can be interpreted as the change in the log odds
associated with a one-unit change in the independent variable. However, since it is easier
to think of odds changes instead of log odd changes, we can write the logistic equation as
such;
Prob (event)/Prob (no event),

*8'=“ *

*

“i”* = e ^ V ^ '- .e » " »

where Pj is the factor the odds change when the /th independent variable in increased by
one unit (Norusis 1994:6).
The Wald statistic was used to determine the statistical significance of the logit
coefficients. Logit does not have

like the OLS regression model, however, pseudo R"

is a measure in the spirit of R^ that can be used to determine the model fit. According to
Aldrich and Nelson (1984) pseudo R^ is computed by taking the overall fit of the model
and dividing it by the chi-square statistic added to the sample size:
pseudo R^ = C/(C+N),
where C is the chi-square statistic and N is the sample size. Pseudo R^ ranges from 0 to
1, with 0 showing a poor fit and 1 indicating a good fit. It is important to note that this
measure is not universally accepted and caution must be exercised when making
interpretations (Aldrich and Nelson 1984:57).
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CHAPTERS

RESULTS

Full Models
Table 5 presents the logistic regression coefficients and odds ratios for the full
models. The mean for recidivism measured as arrest and recidivism measured as
violation hearing are 33.1% and 45.8%, respectively. All statistically significant
coefficients for both models (RECIDa and RECIDh) are in the predicted direction.
Gender, race, two or more prior convictions, employment, occasional drug use, frequent
drug use, and property offense produced statistically significant coefficients for both
models (RECIDa and RECIDh)- Recidivism likelihood was higher for males, AfricanAmericans, individual who had two or more prior convictions, drug history (either
occasional or frequent), or committed a property offenses compared to violent offenses.
In addition, employment decrease individuals likelihood of recidivism.
Age and one prior conviction, produced statistically significant coefficients
exclusive to the arrest model (RECIDa) and two or more address changes and length of
probation sentence produced statistically significant coefficients exclusive to the violation
hearing model (RECIDh). Age decreased an individuals likelihood for recidivism with
regards to arrest, while one prior conviction increase the individuals likelihood.

41
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Table S: Logit Regression Coefficients and Odds Ratio For Predictors of
Recidivism, Full Models__________________________________________
Full Model
Arrest (RECID a)
Variable
Gender/Age/
Race
GENDER
RACE
AGE

Full Model
Violation Hearing (RECID h)
Odds Ratio

J ______________

.6331'*
.6 8 8 2 "
-.0 2 6 7 "

1.8835
1.9902
.9736

.4 4 0 4 "
.7 8 4 6 "
.0162

1.5534
2.1916
.9839

.6 7 5 1 "
1 .1 1 0 8 "

1.9643
3.0366

.0875
.4972*

1.0914
1.6440

.1643
-.6 2 3 3 "
.0015
.1249
-.0316
-.4781

1.1786
.5362
1.0015
1.1330
.9689
.6200

.1276
-.6 7 6 5 "
.0403
.4257*
.1170
2155

1.1361
.5084
1.0412
1.5307
1.1241
1.2405

.4573*
.6 0 8 1 "

1.5798
1.8370

.7 4 8 6 "
1 .1 9 0 9 "

2.1140
3.2899

.0060
.5 1 1 4 "
.3463
.3093

1.0060
1.6676
1.4138
1.3624

.0 1 2 6 "
.4596*
.0987
.1766

1.0127
1.5835
1.1037
1.1932

Criminal
History
PRICON,
PRICON,

Social
Attainment
EDU
EMP
ADD,
ADD,

MAR0
MARs

Substance
Abuse
DRUGo
DRUG f

Probation
Sentence
Characteristics
PROSEN
OFFp
OFF d

OFFo
Constant

-1.7306
Goodness o f Fit = 1021.862
Pseudo R‘ = 0.143732
Classification Table
Overall % Correct = 72.06

-1.7777
Goodness o f Fit = 1021.692
Pseudo R^ = 0.153356
Classification Table
Overall % Correct = 67.55

* = p<.05
** = p<.01
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Recidivism measured as violation hearing was higher for individuals with two or more
address changes and increased probation sentences.
There are numerous ways to measure model fitness, however, since recidivism is
a binary criterion variable (recidivist vs. non-recidivist) the ultimate test may be the
model’s ability to correctly classify recidivists (Schmidt and Witte 1988:15). Thus, if we
look at the percent improvement over the mean estimate, we can measure the general
improvement that this specific set of independent variables contributes to the models
ability to correctly classify recidivism. This is a statistically sound way to evaluate the
feminist assertions while considering one of the main concerns of recidivism study.
Figures lA and IB present the model improvements over the means estimates for all
models.
Regarding models prediction ability, the arrest model has an overall percent
correct classification of 72.06% corresponding to a 5.26% increase over the mean
prediction value, while the violation hearing model correctly classified 67.55% of the
cases, corresponding to a 13.35% increase over the mean prediction value. This specific
group of independent variables better explains and predicts recidivism in terms of
violation hearings than arrests. The differences in model improvement between arrest
and violation hearing may be accounted for by differences with regards to the nature of
the two processes. Arrest, being less formal, is less biased by the “system”, where as
violation hearing, being more formal, has more opportunity for the “system’s” bias to be
enacted. This is not to say that the arrest process is not biased, but rather, that the
violation hearing is more formalized and has more opportunity for the system’s bias to
affect outcomes.
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Gender Models
Table 6 presents the logistic regression coefficients and odds ratios for the gender
models. All logistic regression coefficients for both models (male and female) regarding
both measures of recidivism (RECIDh and RECIDA) were in the predicted directions.
Concerning, the model of recidivism measured as arrest (RECIDa), race, two or more
prior convictions, and employment produced statistically significant coefficients for both
the male model and the female model. For both men and women the probability for arrest
increased with being Afirican-American and having two or more prior convictions, while
probability decreased with employment.
Age and property offense were exclusive to the male model and one or more prior
convictions, occasional drug use and fi-equent drug use were exclusive to the female
model. For men, property offense vs. a violent offense increased the likelihood of
recidivism, while age decrease it. For women drug use, either occasional or fi-equent
increase the likelihood of recidivism. Models prediction ability (male = 6.08% increase
in classification correct over the mean prediction vs. female = 3.75% ) indicate that these
independent variables do a slightly better job of explaining predictability of male
recidivism measured as arrest than female recidivism.
With regards to recidivism measured as violation hearing (RECIDH), race,
employment, frequent drug use, and length of probation sentence produced statistically
significant coefficients for both the male and female model. The probability of a
violation hearing decreased for both men and women with employment and increased for
African-Americans, frequent drug use and length of probation sentence. Education,
occasional drug use and property offenses were exclusive to the male model, and two or
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Table 6: Logistic Regression Coefficients and Odds Ratios For Predictors of
Recidivism, Gender M o d e ls ____________________________________
Modeb for Arrest (RECIDa)

Variable
Gender/Race/
Age
GENDER
RACE
AGE

Male Model
Odds
3
Ratio

-

-

Female Model
Odds

-

-

Modeb For Violation Hearing
(RECID h)
Male Model
Female Model
Odds
Odds
3
Ratio
3
Ratio

-

-

-

-

.7 3 1 6 "
-.0281*

2.0785
.9723

.7051**
-.0202

2.0241
.9800

.8813**
-.0204

2.4140
.9798

.5314
.9449**

I.7 0 I3
2.5725

.9020*
1.2652**

2.4645
3.5438

-.1500
.5417

.8607
1.7190

.4768
.4776

1.6109
1.6123

.0997
-.5928**
-.0890
.3149
.1738
-.5586

1.1049
.5528
.9148
1.3702
1.1899
.5720

.2161
-.6792**
.2038
-.0326
-.2870
-.4328

I.24I2
.5070
1.2261
.9679
.7505
.6487

.2354*
-.5984**
-.2132
.2068
.0689
.6894

1.2654
.5497
.8080
1.2297
1.0713
1.9925

.0235
-.7777**
.3192
.6192*
.1576
-.1313

1.0238
.4595
1.3760
1.8575
1.1707
.8770

.3187
.4249

1.3754
1.5294

.7533*
.8978**

2.1240
2.4542

.9523**
.9989**

2.5917
2.7153

.4760
1.3675**

1.6096
3.9256

.0084
.6538**
.4936
.6161

1.0084
1.9229
1.6382
1.8516

1.0107
1.8753
.9393
1.3566

.0149**
.3082
.1923
.0027

1.0150
1.3610
1.2121
1.0027

.6722**
-.0116

1.9586
.9885

Criminal
History
PRICON,
PRICON,

Social
Attainment
EDU
EMP
ADD,
ADD:
MAR d
MARs

Substance
Abuse
DRUGo
DRUG f

Probation
Sentence
Characteristics
PROSEN
OFFp
OFF d
OFFo
Constant

.0045
.2641
.0470
-.1901

1.0045
1.3023
1.0481
.8269

.0106*
.6288*
-.0626
.3050

-1.2026

-1.7863

-I.4 I9 6

-1.7346

Goodness o f Fit =
499.220
Pseudo R‘ = 0.144
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct =66.08
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 6.08

Goodness o f Fit =
522.614
Pseudo R^ = 0.127
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct = 77.45
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 3.75

Goodness o f Fit =
512.324
Pseudo R‘ = 0 .159
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct = 66.67
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 16.47

Goodness o f Fit =
505.226
Pseudo R^ = 0.161
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct = 68.24
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 9.64

* = p<.05
** = p<.OI
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more address changes was exclusive to the female model. For men, the probability of a
violation hearing decrease with education and increased with occasional drug use and
property offenses vs. violent offenses. For women, the probability of a violation hearing
increased with two or more address changes. Regarding models improvement in
prediction ability, the male model was significantly greater than the female model (male =
16.47%,increase in classification correct over the mean prediction value vs. female =
9.64%).

Race Models
Table 7 presents the logistic regression coefficients and odds ratios for the race
models. Regarding recidivism measured as arrest (RECIDa), gender, two or more prior
convictions, employment and fi-equent drug use, produced statistically significant
coefficients for both white and Affican-American models. For both whites and AfncanAmericans, the probability of subsequent arrest was significantly higher for: men,
individuals with two or more prior convictions, and frequent drug use. While,
employment decrease the probability of subsequent arrest for both whites and Afi-icanAmericans. Two or more address changes, property offenses and other offenses were
exclusive to the white model, while age, one prior conviction and occasional drug use
exclusive the African-American model. For whites the probability of subsequent arrest
significantly increases for individuals with two or more address changes, property offense
vs. violent offenses and other offenses vs. violent offenses. The percent classified
correctly indicate that these independent variables better explain and predict Afi-icanAmerican recidivism.
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Table 7: Logistic Regression Coefficients and Odds Ratio For Predictors of
Recidivism, Race Models.___________________________________________
Models For Arrest (RECIDa)
White Model
Odds
Variable
Gender/Race/
Age
GENDER
RACE
AGE

.7209**
-

-.0050

2.0563
-

African-American
Model
Odds
Ratio

.5866**
-

1.7978
-

Models For Violation Hearing
(RECIDh)
White Model
African-American
Model
Odds
Odds

.3301
-

1.3912
-

.4373*
-

1.5485
-

.9951

-.0484**

.9528

.0010

1.0010

-.0435**

.9574

.4316
1 .2 4 7 2 "

1.5397
3.4807

.9308**
1.0517**

2.5365
2.8626

-.0493
.3740

.9519
1.4536

.3036
.6881*

1.3547
1.9899

.2060
-.7355**
.0704
.6262*
-.2060
-.4131

1.2288
.4793
1.0729
1.8705
.8138
.6616

.1391
-.4915*
.0600
-.3783
.0036
-.5941

1.1492
.6117
1.0618
.6850
1.0036
.5520

.1502
-.7112**
.0281
.6708**
.0886
.0014

1.1620
.4911
1.0285
1.9558
1.0926
1.0014

.0658
-.6190**
.1182
.1537
.1131
.4948

1.0680
.5385
1.1255
1.1661
1.1197
1.6402

.4974
.6188*

1.6445
1.8566

1.8091
2.1304

.5859*
1.4971**

1.7966
4.4688

1.1702**
.9425**

32225
2.5664

.0054
.9779**
.5031
.8796*

1.0054
2.6590
1.6539
2.4099

1.0087
1.2784
1.4477
.7638

.0071
.3952
-.3289
.3253

1.0071
1.4846
.7197
1.3844

.0215**
.5140*
.5396
-.1882

1.0218
1.6720
1.7153
.8284

Criminal
History
PRICON,
PRICON,

Social
Attainment
EDU
EMP
ADD,
ADD,
MAR d
MARs

Substance
Abuse
DRUGo
DRUG f

.5928*
.7563**

Probation
Sentence
Characteristics
PROSEN
OFFp
OFF d
OFFo
Constant

.0087
.2456
.3700
-.2695

-2.7804

-.4083

-1.9055

Goodness o f Fit =
526.255
Pseudo R' = 0 .13 1
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct = 78.04
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 2.94

Goodness o f Fit =
513.087
Pseudo R" = 0.146
Classification Table
Overall % Correct =
70.59
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 11.99

Goodness o f Fit =
509.015
Pseudo R’ = 0.135
Classification Table
Overall % Correct
= 70.00
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 6.50

-.6575
Goodness o f Fit =
512.511
Pseudo R^ = 0.160
Classification
Table
Overall % Correct
= 68.43
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 13.32

* =p<.05
** = p<.01
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In terms of recidivism measured as violation hearing (RECIDh), employment,
occasional drug used and frequent drug use, produced statistically significant coefficients
for both the white and African-American models. For both whites and AfricanAmericans the probability of a violation hearing significantly increases for drug use
(either occasional or frequent) and decreases with employment. Two or more address
changes was exclusive to the white model and gender, age, two or more prior convictions,
length of probation sentence, and property offenses were exclusive to the AfncanAmerican model. For whites, two or more address changes increased the probability of a
violation hearing. For Afiican-Americans the probability of a violation hearing was
significantly higher for: men, older offenders, individuals with longer probation
sentences and property offenses vs. violent offenses. The percent correct classification
indicate the these independent variables better explain and predict Afiican-American
recidivism.

Gender/Race Models
Table 8 and 9 present the logistic regression coefficients and odds ratios for the
gender/race models regarding arrest and violation hearing, respectively. Regarding
recidivism measured as arrest (RECIDa) two or more prior conviction was the only
variable that produced statistically significant coefficients for all four models. In contrast,
frequent drug use was the only variable that produced statically significant coefficients
for all four models regarding recidivism as violation hearing. For all four models two or
more conviction subsequently increased the probability of rearrest, while frequency drug
use subsequently increased the probability of a violation hearing.
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Table 8: Logistic Regression Coefficients and Odds Ratio For Recidivism Measured
as Arrest (RECIDa), Gender/Race Models.__________________
White Male Model

African-American
Male Model

African-American
Female Model

Odds

Odds
Ratio

Odds
Ratio

Variable
Gender/Race/
Age
GENDER
RACE
AGE

White Female
Model

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.9959

-.0041

-.0378

.9629

-.0057

.9943

-.0549**

.9466

.8235
.9298*

2.2784
2.5340

1.0984*
1.2604*

2.9994
3.5268

Criminal
History
.3801
1.2336**

1.4624
3.4335

.5901
1.3421*

1.8041
3.8271

.3214
-1.0340**
.2178
1.1020**
-.0416
-.9442

1.3790
.3556
1.2433
3.0101
.9592
.3890

.0962
-.4030
.0066
.2068
-.5860
-.2310

1.1010
.6683
1.0066
1.2298
.5566
.7937

-.0543
-.2042
-.2454
-.3717
.1741
-.2969

.9472
.8153
.7824
.6896
1.1902
.7431

.2880
-.9312*
.3416
-.4188
-.1527
-.7539

1.3337
.3941
1.4072
.6578
.8584
.4705

.4854
.2179

1.6249
1.2434

.7065
1.1415*

2.0269
3.1316

.2861
.7201

1.3312
2.0547

1.1616**
.8116*

3.1949
2.2515

PROSEN
OFFp
O FF d
OFFo

.0074
1.0078*
.4828
1.1108*

1.0075
2.7395
1.6207
3.0367

.0022
.8518
.2953
.4138

1.0022
2.3439
1.3435
1.5125

.0135
.4092
.5150
.0512

1.0136
1.5056
1.6736
1.0525

.0062
.1508
.2326
-.5043

1.0062
1.1627
1.2619
.6040

Constant

-2.4118

-2.3473

Goodness o f Fit =
258.192
Pseudo R’ = 0.180
Classification Table
Overall % Correct =

Goodness o f Fit =
266.878
Pseudo
= 0.092
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct = 82.75
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 1.95

PRICON,
PRICON,

Social
Attainment
EDU
EMP
ADD,
ADD,
MAR d
MARs

Substance
Abuse
DRUGo
DRUG f

Probation
Sentence
Characteristics

73.72

% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 9.33

.3797
Goodness o f Fit =
252.948
Pseudo R^ = 0.127
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct = 63.14
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 12.54

-.8225
Goodness o f Fit =
261.664
Pseudo R^ = 0.161
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct = 76.47
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 9.77

♦ = p<.05
** = p<.01
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Table 9: Logistic Regression Coefficients and Odds Ratio For Recidivism Measured
as Violation Hearing (RECIDh), Gender/Race Models.
White Male
Model

White Female
Model

African-American
Male Model

African-American
Female Model

Odds
Ratio

Odds
Ratio

Odds
Ratio

Variable

Gender/Race/
Age
GENDER
RACE
AGE

-.0074

.9927

.0100

1.0100

-.0381

.9626

-0.565**

.9451

-.4441
.5986

.6414
1.8195

.8384
.0194

2.3126
1.0196

.1334
.5103

1.1427
1.6658

.4921
.9326

1.6357
2.5411

.3279*
-.6730*
-.0704
.6602
-.2298
.2335

1.3880
.5102
.9320
1.9351
.7947
1.2630

-.0298
-.9514**
.1293
.6768
.4466
-.1298

.9706
.3862
1.1380
1.9676
1.5630
.8783

.1127
-.5287
-.2950
-.1508
.3930
1.3708*

1.1193
.5894
.7445
.8601
1.4814
3.9386

-.0063
-.6898*
.3929
.4042
-.1179
-.0363

.9938
.5017
1.4812
1.4980
8888
.9644

.9154*
.9444*

2.4979
2.5713

.2168
1.9845**

1.2421
7.2756

1.0347**
1.2191**

2.8143
3.3841

1.5814**
.8875*

4.8617
2.4290

1.0034
1.6492
.6268
1.3249

.0115
.3677
-2 3 1 8
.4303

1.0115
1.4444
.7931
1.5377

.0297**
.7927*
.2658
.3483

1.0301
2.2093
1.3045
1.4166

.0207**
.4223
.9903*
-.5106

1.0209
1.5254
2.6920
.6001

Criminal
History
PRICON,
PRICON,

Social
Attainment
EDU
EMP
ADD,
ADD,
MARo
MARs

Substance
Abuse
DRUGo
DRUG f

Probation
Sentence
Characteristics
PROSEN
OFFp
OFF d
OFFo

.0034
.5003
-.4672
.2814

Constant

-1.3384

-2.1744

-1.0813

Goodness o f Fit =
249.823
Pseudo R^’ = 0.134
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct = 69.02
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate ==8.22

Goodness o f Fit =
250.772
Pseudo R^= 0.189
Classification
Table Overall %
Correct =73.33
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate ==7.03

Goodness o f Fit =
254.523
Pseudo R- = 0.168
Classification Table
Overall % Correct =
70.20
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 9.00

-.0316
Goodness o f Fit =
254.616
Pseudo R^ = 0.171
Classification Table
Overall % Correct =
69.41
% Improvement
Beyond Mean
Estimate = 18.41

* = p<.05
** = p<.OI
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In terms of percent predicting correct the African-American male model showed
the best improvement, then the African-American female model, white male model and
white female model with regards to recidivism as arrest (RECIDa). However, with
reference to recidivism as violation hearing (RECIDh), the best model improvement was
African-American female model, then African-American male, white male, and white
female.
It is important to note the disparity in African-American male and female
recidivism as arrest verses as violation hearing with regards to percent model
improvement. African-American males had a better prediction improvement than
African-American females regarding arrest, in contrast African-American females had a
better prediction improvement than African-American males with respect to violation
hearings. This contradiction maybe explained by the influence of the more formalized
process regarding a violation hearings and raises important questions regarding possible
“system” bias. 1would hypothesize that African-American women, more than any other
group, may be more stigmatized by certain characteristics, such as drug use or prior
criminal history. This might account for the increase in model prediction improvement
regarding African-American females.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Discussion
Logistic Regression Models
There are some interesting trends that emerge from the logistic regression models.
The model chi-square was statistically significant for all of the individual gender, race
and gender/race models, indicating that the explanatory variables provided a statistical
improvement over the constant or intercept for each individual model^. Consequently,
the explanatory variables as a group increase the model’s fimess, thus providing better
prediction ability than merely the model intercept or mean recidivism rate. This indicates
that these explanatory variables do provide a statistically significant improvement in
prediction and this prediction improvement transcends the gender, race and gender/race
barriers.
Now that we have established that there are statistically significant improvements,
we must turn our attention to evaluating these statistical improvements for their

^The model chi-square value for the full models was 171.216, p< .01 for RECIDa and 184.757, p< .01 for
RECIDh. The model chi-square value for the gender models was 86.403, p< .01 for male RECIDa, 96.616,
p< .01 for male RECIDh, 74.843, p< .01 for female RECID»; and 98.070 p< .01 for female RECIDh- The
model chi-square for the race models was 76.955, p< .01 tor white RECIDa, 79.976 p< .01 for white
RECIDh, 87.867 p< .01 for African-American RECIDa and 97.228 p< .01 for African-American RECIDhThe model chi-square for the gender/race models was 55.849 p< .01 for white male RECIDA, 39.454 p<
.01 for white male RECIDh, 25.865 p< .05 for white female RECIDa, 59.339 p< .01 for white female
RECIDh, 37.253 p< .01 for African-American male RECIDa, 51.544 p< .01 for African-American male
RECIDh, 49.056 p< .01 for African-American female RECIDa and 52.779 p< .01 for African-American
RECIDh-

54
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substantive value. As stated earlier, since recidivism is a binary criterion variable the
ability to correctly classify may be a more appropriate test of the model. The AfricanAmerican female model for violation hearing provided the best improvement over the
mean, 18.41% (N=255), with the male model for violation hearing being second, 16.47%
(N=510). The white female model for arrest provided the worst improvement over the
mean, 1.95% (N=255). It is important to point out that there appears to be a significant
difference between the models with regards to the measure of recidivism. The
explanatory variables provided greater prediction ability regarding recidivism measured
as violation hearing, contrasted with recidivism measured as arrest. Traditionally, extralegal factors are more important regarding less-formal mechanisms of social control.
Thus, one would predict that these variables would be more important in the arrest
process vs. the violation hearing. However, these models provide evidence that
contradicts this hypothesis.
One possible explanation might be the non-availability of this information at the
time of the arrest. An arrest may be made for a number of possible reasons through
numerous different agents of social control (such as police officers, probation officers,
ect.) and information like educational attainment, marital status, etc. may not be available
to these individuals. In contrast a violation hearing is usually through a specified agency
with a highly formalized process, and the information may be more organized and readily
available to base a decision on. This could possibly explain the discrepancy in the two
measures of recidivism.
Another possible explanation may be linked to stereotypes and stigmatization.
Certain individuals may be stereotyped or stigmatized by certain characteristics more than
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others. The idea here is that there is a very specific standard for arrest-probable cause.
However, violation hearings do not always have the same specified standard and extralegal factors may play a greater role in the decision to call for a violation hearing.
Further, certain individuals with certain characteristics may be stereotyped by the system
as ‘problems’ and placed under greater supervision, thus increasing the likelihood that
their future criminality will be detected.
Whether the explanation for the discrepancies between recidivism as arrest and
recidivism as violation hearing is restricted information, stereotypes and stigmatization,
or another possible alternative, 1would argue that it can be abstractly conceptualized as
the system’s influence on the individual’s recidivism rate. What is being captured in
discrepancy between arrest and violation hearing is the “systems” influence in recidivism.
However, even with this idea of system influence, there are significant
explanatory variables that transcend both measures of recidivism and certain gender, race
and gender/race barriers. In the gender models, race significantly increases and
employment significantly decreases likelihood of recidivism. In the race models, frequent
drug use significantly increases the likelihood of recidivism. For the gender/race models,
prior convictions increased the likelihood of arrest, while frequent drug use increased the
likelihood of a violation hearing. Nevertheless, there is no one variable that transcended
both the gender/race barriers and the measures of recidivism.

Research Hypothesis
The research hypothesis put forth in this paper is clear and simple. It is
encapsulated by the idea of difference. Although, feminism does not appear to be a clear
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a united theory, it does uniformly support the idea o f difference between men and women,
white and African-American. Thus, if differences exists in the logistic regression gender,
race and gender/race models, then the evidence does not empirically disprove the feminist
assertions. And in fact in this study, there is empirical evidence to support this idea of
difference.
Regarding the gender models, age significantly decreases and property offenses
(vs. violent offenses) significantly increase the likelihood of males being arrested, while
having no statistical influence on female’s likelihood of arrest. In contrast, one prior
conviction and drug use (either occasional or frequent) significantly increase the
likelihood of arrest for females, while having no statistical influence on men. Further,
occasional drug use and property offenses (vs. violent offenses) significantly increase the
likelihood of a violation hearing for men while having no statistical influence on women.
Two or more address changes increased the likelihood of females incurring a violation
hearing while not influencing male’s likelihood.
Regarding the race models, two or more address changes, property offenses (vs.
violent offenses) and other offenses (vs. violent offenses) significantly increased the
likelihood of whites incurring a subsequent arrest, while have no statistical influence on
Afiican-Americans. In contrast, age decreased and one prior conviction and occasional
drug use increased the likelihood of African-Americans incurring a subsequent arrest,
while have no influence on whites. Two or more address changes increased white’s
likelihood of a violation hearing while having no influence on AfHcan-American. Age
significantly decreases and gender, two or more prior convictions, probation sentence
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length and property offense (vs. violent offense) significantly increase Afiican-Americans
likelihood of a violation hearing while having no impact in whites.
With regards to the gender/race models and recidivism as arrest, age significantly
decreases the likelihood of arrest only for Afiican-American men, while one prior
conviction and occasional drug use increased only Afiican-American women’s
likelihood. Two or more address changes, property offenses (vs. violent offenses) and
other offenses (vs. violent offenses) increased only white men’s likelihood of arrest,
while employment decreased both white men and Afiican-American female’s likelihood
o f subsequent arrest.
Concerning gender/race models and recidivism as violation hearing, age decreased
and drug offenses (vs. violent offenses) increased only Afiican-American females
likelihood of a violation hearing, while single marital status (vs. married) and property
offenses( vs. violent offenses) increased only Afiican-American male’s likelihood o f a
violation hearing. In contrast, lower educational achievement increased the likelihood for
white males to incur a violation hearing while having no statistical effect on the other
groups.
In addition, if we think of the idea of difference in terms of either explanation of
the variance, measured as pseudo

or percent improvement in prediction ability, we see

that there are also differences in the models with regards to these concepts. Thus, 1 would
conclude that there are differences between these models, regarding both individual
statistically significant coefficients and overall prediction ability/explanatory power of the
models.
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Feminist Critique
As stated earlier, all feminist critiques of criminology focus on one, or more of the
following arguments: 1) intellectual and structural sexism and racism; 2) the
generalizability problem; and 3) the gender ratio problem. If we look at each of these
critiques and assess it with regards to the recidivism findings, an interesting picture
emerges. First, there does appear to be some intellectual and structural sexism and racism
with regards to the selection of recidivism prediction variables. For example, 1 would
hypothesis that the presence or number of children would significantly impact recidivism
rates. Further, since society views women as the nurturing caretakers and most women
have physical custody of their children, the presence or number of children should have a
much greater impact on female recidivism than male recidivism. However, this
prediction variable is rarely, if ever, used in recidivism studies. Feminist might explain
this omission by arguing that traditionally criminologists have seen deviant women as
“rogue” females, thus not endowing them with the same caring, nurturing ability as
“normal” women.
Another example, would be the lack of consideration of gang membership or gang
activity. Based on differential association 1 would hypothesize that gang membership or
gang activity would be an important predictor of recidivism. Additionally, since AfricanAmericans are disproportionately members of gangs or involved with gang activity, 1
question the absence of this indicator as a predictor of recidivism. Feminists and women
o f color might argue that gang membership or activity is seen as stereotypical young
African-American male behavior, and thus not used in the ‘white male’ recidivism model.
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In essence, criminologists are not looking to the behavior of African-Americans, or
accounting for that behavior, to develop recidivism indicators.
Second, there is ambiguous evidence regarding the generalizability problem.
Given the way in which this critique was originally presented, i.e., that criminological
theories were developed for men and do not explain female criminality, the results
generally support the feminist critiques. Consistently, the male models had a better
percent improvement with regards to percent classified correctly than the female models.
Further, when the models were broken into there gender/race categories, uniformly the
white male models had a better percent improvement with regards to the percent
classified correctly than the white females models. However, when the women of color’s
argument is added the results become much more ambiguous. The Afiican-American
models had better percent improvement with regards to percent classified correctly than
the white models. When the models were broken into there gender/race categories, the
African-American male and Afiican-American females models had better improvement
than both the white male and white female models. Thus, the models predicted AfiicanAmerican recidivism better than white recidivism and Afiican-American male and female
recidivism better than white male and female recidivism. 1 would argue that this lends
evidence to the women of color’s essentialism argument against feminists. The feminist
argument in correct within a certain context-one that doesn’t accoimt for racial
considerations.
Final, the gender ratio problem is difficult to assess in this study. On one hand,
gender is given the same consideration as age, race and class in terms of inclusion in the
recidivism prediction studies. Thus, criminologists who study recidivism have not
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ignored gender. However, none of these variables are really used to understand why
certain groups are more high risk than others with regards to recidivism. 1 believe
feminists would argue that the lack of exploration into the high disparity of mean
recidivism rates by gender and race captures the spirit of the gender ratio problem.
Feminists would argue that criminologists should be attempting to account for these
differences.

Recidivism Classification and Model Proportion Sensitivity
In the introduction of this paper it was proposed that if the feminist and women of
color’s assertions are correct, and current prediction techniques cannot explain recidivism
in a gender and racial context, then the indicators used and the models developed would
have a smaller contribution in accounting for variation or prediction ability regarding
recidivism for women and African-Americans. Empirical evidence supports this
statement with regards to women, however evidence contradicts this statement regarding
African-Americans.
Further it was put forth, if feminists and women of color are correct, then the
prediction models developed should be extremely sensitive to the proportion of female
and Afiican-American subgroups in their samples. There is some conceptual evidence
regarding this assertion. If you compare the statistically significant coefficients of the full
models of recidivism with the gender models, it appears males and females contribute
differently to the full models.
For example, regarding recidivism as arrest, the statistically significant
coefficients for the full model are gender, race, age, one prior conviction, two prior
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convictions, employment, occasional drug use, frequent drug use and property offenses.
If you compare that with the individual models, it appears that both the male and female
model contribute (i.e. are statistically significant) race, two prior convictions, and
employment, while the male model also contributes age and property offenses, and the
female model contributes one prior conviction, occasional and fi-equent drug use. With
regards to race and recidivism measured as arrest, it would appear that both the white and
the Afiican-American models contribute gender and employment, while the white model
contributes two or more prior convictions, frequent drug use and property offenses and
the Afiican-American model contributes age, one prior conviction and occasional drug
use.
In respect to recidivism measured as violation hearing, there appears to be some
evidence o f this type of contribution. The full model produces statistically significant
coefficients for gender, race, two prior convictions, employment, two or more address
changes, occasional and frequent drug use, probation sentence and property offenses. In a
gender context, the male and female model contribute race, employment, frequent drug
use, and probation sentence length. The male model contributes occasional drug use and
property offenses and the female model contributes two or more address changes. In a
racial context, both models contribute employment, and occasional and frequent drug use,
while the white model contributed two or more address changes and the AfiicanAmerican model contributes gender, two or more prior convictions, probation sentence
length and property offenses.
Further, if you compare the full model for arrest with the gender/race models for
arrest, it appears that individual gender/race models contribute differently to the
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statistically significant coefficients in the full model. For example, in the full model age,
one prior conviction, and property offense produced statistically significant coefficients.
However, the only gender/race model to produce a statistically significant coefficient for
age was African-American male, one prior conviction was African-American female, and
property offense was white male model. It would appear that each gender/race model has
its own contribution to the prediction of recidivism in the full model. This gender/race
contribution does not appear in the recidivism measured as violation hearing models.
This lack of contribution in the recidivism model measured as violation hearing may
statistically explain the improved prediction ability of the violation hearing over the arrest
models.
Obviously, this is not the most appropriate statistical test of the this concept of
contribution and model sensitively to proportions of groups. However, 1 would argue that
it raises the question that there is a possibility of sensitivity to proportions of groups.
Thus, if a model that was developed using a high proportion of African-Americans were
applied to situations with high proportions of whites, the model’s ability to correctly
classify recidivism will be restricted. The same is true regarding men and women.
However, even with this mixed empirical evidence, there are some very important
ethical issues that should be considered. It would appear that the current recidivism
models focus on African-American recidivism, and thus may not adequately explain
white recidivism. Past criminological theories have been criticized for their over
emphasis on poor urban minorities, and it appears that this may also be the case regarding
recidivism. In the most extreme cases, whites may be experiencing pimitive sanctions
based not on their offending patterns, but on the patterns of poor, urban Afiican-
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Americans. Clearly, this raises some serious ethical issues regarding the use of these
recidivism predictors to determine sanctions.

Conclusions
It would appear that certain aspects of the feminist and women of color’s
assertions are supported in this study of recidivism while other aspects are refuted. With
regard to the basic feminist idea of difference, this study empirically supports the idea of
differences in recidivism with regard to gender, race and gender/race. While there are
certain important predictor variables that transcend gender, race and gender/race
categories, such as prior criminal history and substance abuse, there are also significant
differences regarding both the statistically significant coefficients and the model
explanatory power and classification ability.
Concerning the models improvement in prediction ability, the gender models
consistently produced a much greater improvement in prediction ability for male models
vs. female models and white male models vs. white female models. However, in
considering the women of color’s argument and breaking the models down by race, the
result become more ambiguous. It appears that the models of recidivism have a greater
improvement in prediction ability for African-American vs. whites and African-American
male and females vs. white male and females. This finding appears to support the women
of color’s argument of essentialism thinking by the feminist.
In light of these findings, an important question emerges. Does the feminist
critique contribute to our understanding of recidivism? First, with regards to the ability
of a model to correctly classify cases, the feminists and women of color’s impact is
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ambiguous. In some cases, such as the female model, white model and white female
model, the overall percent correctly classified is greater than the full models. However,
in other situations this is not the case. But, if you look at the reason why certain models
have a greater overall percent correctly classified than the full model, it is not because of
the better prediction ability of specific predictors, but because females and whites have a
lower mean recidivism rate. Thus, the mere fact of being female or white reduces the
likelihood of becoming a recidivist.
Second, with regards to theoretical contributions, I believe that the feminist
critique raises some important issues with regards to recidivism. These are: the
intellectual and structural sexism and racism in the selection of predictor indicators; and
the lack of exploration into explaining the disparities of mean recidivism rates by gender
and race.
Thus in conclusion, when we look at the feminist critique with regards to
recidivism they make some very interesting and important contributions to our
understanding. However, since the feminist critique is a critical response to traditional
mainstream criminology, it does not provide for possible alternative explanations with
regards to recidivism prediction. Overall, if we look at the percent improvement to
correctly classified over the mean estimate, we see that these predictor variables do not
extensively contribute to our understanding of recidivism in any of the models. This is
further reinforced by the negligible differences in pseudo

values. Thus, in these

models recidivism as arrest or violation hearing is best captured and understood in terms
of the male or African-American experience. However, for the feminist critique to move
beyond ‘just being a critical response’ and gain more legitimacy within the study of
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recidivism, it must attempt to explain, what is it about the uniqueness of male or AfricanAmerican experience that accounts for the high likelihood of continued criminal activity.
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